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Brief and objectives: 
Blackpool Pleasure Beach will unveil Icon, a new £16.25 million rollercoaster in 2018. 
Working in partnership with the in-house team, Rule 5 was tasked with delivering the name 
of the ride in an announcement campaign that: 
 

 Delivered widespread national press coverage 
o Print, broadcast and online 

 Communicated Icon’s USPs 

 Drove views of the brand video 

 Created excitement and conversation around the new ride 

 Promoted Blackpool Pleasure Beach as a leading UK amusement park 

 Positioned Icon as the most exciting ride to launch in recent years. 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
Icon is not due to open until 2018. Building work on the ride structure will not commence until 
Autumn 2017. The digging of foundations and initial engineering on park have little visual 
appeal. This, combined with increasingly time-poor London-based journalists, would make it 
challenging to attract media to an on-park announcement. 
 
The requirement for us to drive maximum press coverage ruled out a national media 
exclusive. 
 
We had to: 

 Bring the yet-to-exist ride to life 

 Engage all target media in quick succession 

 Create a sense of thrill and excitement 

 Be on brand - be truly iconic 

 Capture the attention of young thrill-seekers and UK families looking for a fun day out 
 
Together, we came up with a strategy to enable us to grab the media’s attention and give 
them accurate insight into what was to come from Icon. We did this through the creation of 
realistic, first-look visual media. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including the types and variety of media utilised, 
creativity and innovation: 



The communication needed powerful visuals, but: 
 

 There was nothing to show at the park itself 

 A stunt was considered but deemed too risky, as we didn’t want the name to be 
leaked 

 
An image can speak a thousand words. Motion graphics say a lot more. Blackpool Pleasure 
Beach & Rule 5 devised a strategy that would bring Icon to life. We created an exclusive 
sizzle – a promotional video usually only carried out by production industry professionals – in 
the style of a Hollywood blockbuster trailer. 
 
It was created using state-of-the-art CGI techniques, giving an exclusive ‘riders view’ of the 
yet to exist rollercoaster. Advanced CGI photography was produced for print media, to 
convey the excitement and thrills ahead. 
 
The approach ensured interest from the mass media without a press call, delivering content 
directly to media desks in an iconic way – with a clear managed message. 
 
Online media was prioritised to drive viewers. We recognised the power & potential of the 
social media platforms of national news outlets in driving awareness and traffic to the 
Blackpool Pleasure Beach Facebook page and visual content. 
 
An online, pre-packaged press pack consisted of the press release revealing the name, the 
full-length sizzle, a shortened clip and the sizzle with subtitles. 
 
The press pack also included pre-recorded, high quality footage of interviews with Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach Managing Director Amanda Thompson OBE and of the amusement park, 
giving us the potential to maximise feature opportunities. Time facilitating follow up requests 
for additional material was, as a result, kept to a minimum, enabling the team to give all 
attention to pushing material wider. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
You only get to make an announcement like this once – we had to get it right. 
 
We knew the media agenda was crowded and therefore, tipped the priority press off that a 
significant story was coming 72 hours in advance. 
 
The appeal of the visuals and authenticity of the ride’s design resulted in the buy-in of a 
newswire and the interest of all target titles, prior to the announcement going live. 
 
Following the media tease and the distribution of the press release under a strict embargo to 
all contacts, Rule 5 conducted a mass sell-in on Tuesday 11th April unveiling the name and 
sharing the visual content. 
 
Coverage began to land on the announcement day (11th April) to coincide with Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach’s social media channels, releasing the video and photography on its own 
platforms and resulting in an extremely high impact campaign. 
 
Broadcast opportunities were vital and Rule 5 shared the sizzle telling Icon’s story and 
confirmed live opportunities for filming and interviews at the park on the day. 
 
The campaign showcased Blackpool Pleasure Beach as a major global attraction and 
created a huge buzz around Icon, resulting in thrill seekers anxiously anticipating the 
opening, a year in advance. 



Measurement and evaluation: 
The Icon announcement unveil resulted in 224 pieces of coverage across key national, 
regional, online and broadcast titles. 
 
Highlights and outcomes of the campaign: 
 

 Significant online articles showed a combined readership total of 1.48 billion meaning 
that many of the target audience will have seen the story multiple times 

 Estimated print coverage views of 1.42 million 

 Coverage in the UK’s top circulating national titles including The Mirror, The Sun and 
Metro 

 89% used the video 

 Inclusion on leading media outlets social pages such as The Mirror, ITV Granada 
Reports and international trade titles 

 Coverage in major Scottish titles such as The Scottish Sun and Daily Star Scotland 

 Sparked media’s interest ahead of the rides actual launch date in 2018 

 Facebook reach of 1.3M, 440K page views, 4K shares and a 1000% rise in followers 
 
A spokesperson from Blackpool Pleasure Beach commented on the campaign: 
“Rule 5 worked extremely hard and extremely well with our in-house team at Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach. We couldn’t be happier with the coverage received for this campaign and 
feel the awareness of Icon could not be better ahead of its 2018 launch. We look forward to 
carrying out further successful work with Rule 5.” 
 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
The campaign was delivered as part of Blackpool Pleasure Beach’s retained PR, with 
estimated fee costs of £6,000 - £8,000. This, combined with a video production cost of 
£2,500 makes the total campaign budget £8,500 - £10,500. 
 


